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Abstract

There is generally a high demand for lightweight cryptography for the fact that low-cost sensing devices used on the Internet-of-Things (IoT) platforms are required to be secured. This paper implements a lightweight crypto core that unifies a variety of algorithms while meeting the hardware area requirement of constrained devices. The cryptographic core consists of an Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) protocol for key exchange, a unified architecture of two encryption/decryption lightweight ciphers (PRESENT and a newly proposed algorithm) and a unified architecture of four Hopper-Blum (HB type) authentication protocols (HB, HB+, HBMP, and HBMP+). All the unified hardware architectures share resources in other to minimize the total hardware area of the core. The cryptographic core was designed using Verilog Hardware Description Language (HDL) and implemented on Virtex4 Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) which synthesized to 8644 slices at 164 MHz maximum clock frequency.
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1. Introduction

The end devices used for collecting data for platforms such as the IoT are physically available to adversaries and therefore have to be cryptographically secure. Though these devices such as sensors have small hardware footprint and low power, they are used in applications that require high throughput and low latency [1]. For the fact that most users are not willing to pay for security in their end devices [2] and also for the constrained nature of the devices, implementing standard cryptographic algorithms in IoT end devices is discouraged. Lightweight cryptography has therefore taken center stage in IoT constrained devices. Lightweight ciphers generally trade security for hardware area by using reduced key sizes and simple algorithms.

The objective of this paper is to design a lightweight hardware cryptographic core that implements a key sharing algorithm, encryption/decryption algorithms, and authentication algorithms. The key sharing algorithm is a 163-bit ECDH [3] used for generating a shared key for parties involved in communication. The key is authenticated using one of the four HB type lightweight authentication algorithms which include HB [4], HB+ [5], HBMP [6] and HBMP+ [7]. This is to provide proof that the key is authentic [8]. The authenticated key is used to encrypt or decrypt data using two lightweight encryption/decryption algorithms which include the PRESENT algorithm [9] and a recently proposed algorithm [10]. The lightweight encryption/decryption algorithms are unified to share resources such as a substitution box (sbox), permutation box (pbox) and a key scheduling logic. The authentication algorithms are also unified to share a pseudorandom number/bit (prng/prbg) generator, a dot product unit, a rotation unit, a key generation unit, and various logic gates. The resource sharing help to minimize the hardware area for the core.
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to fit in constrained devices. This paper is an expanded and elaborate version of our previous work [11].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes all the cryptographic algorithms, Section 3 describes the hardware architecture, Section 4 gives the hardware results and the paper concludes in Section 5.

2. Cryptographic Algorithms Summary

The cryptographic core consists of three main types of algorithms: Lightweight encryption/decryption algorithms, lightweight authentication algorithms, and a lightweight key sharing protocol.

The top-level pseudocode for the encryption algorithms (PRESENT and a New algorithm) is shown in Figure 1 (a). PRESENT is a Substitution-Permutation (SP) network structure cipher that takes 31 rounds to encrypt a 64-bit block data using an 80/128 bit key while the new algorithm is a Feistel structure cipher that takes 8 rounds to encrypt a block of 64-bit data using a 128-bit key. Both ciphers use the same 4-bit input/output sbox while the pbox for the new algorithm is a one stage omega permutation network and that of PRESENT is a simple bit permutation network.

The HB type authentication protocols which include HB, HB+, HBMP and HBMP+ were proposed to be as simple as possible. The strength of HB type authentication protocols is generally based on the concept of Learning Parity with Noise (LPN) problem [12]. The inputs to the protocols include a key and a random number from the authenticator while the output is a computed value. All the protocols involve the generation of random numbers and random bits, dot product (.) calculation and XORing (^) as shown in Figure 1 (b).

The ECDH protocol computes a shared key by using the communicating partner’s public key and a generated private key. The protocol also generates a public key which is sent to any communicating party. The pseudocode for the protocol is shown in Figure 1 (c).

![Figure 1. Crypto Core Algorithms (a) Encryption (b) Authentication (c) Key Exchange](image-url)
3. Hardware Architectures of Crypto Core Algorithms

The hardware architectures consist of a unified design of the encryption algorithms, a unified design of the authentication algorithms and lastly the key sharing algorithm.


Figure 2 shows the datapath of encryption/decryption algorithm for PRESENT and the new cipher.

From Figure 2, the INPUT DATA and the OUTPUT DATA which are 64-bit could be either the plaintext or a ciphertext since the core has both encryption and decryption capabilities. Reg1_1 and Reg1_2 are two 32-bit registers used for storing intermediate computational data after which the data from the registers are concatenated and stored in 64-bit Reg2. Two 32-bit input/output sboxes (SBOX1 and SBOX2) are designed by combining eight 4-bit input/output sboxes. The sboxes combines both substitution and inverse substitution used by the encryption and decryption algorithms respectively. The implementation of the two sboxes was done to reduce latency and increase throughput while hardware area is slightly increased. Four XOR gates are used with a number of multiplexers for routing the appropriate data based on select signals. From the figure, the green long dash lines indicate the path of the new algorithm, the red short dash lines indicate the path of the PRESENT algorithm and the dark straight lines indicate the path common to both algorithms.

![DATAPATH](image_url)

**Figure 2. Hardware Architecture of Unified Encryption Algorithms**

The pbox for PRESENT algorithm involves only bit permutation and therefore consume no hardware area while that of the newly proposed cipher uses a one stage omega permutation network structure that makes the output of the pbox less predictable without having access to the cipher key. The pbox of the two algorithms are unified and the datapath instantiates PBOX1 and PBOX2. The hardware structure and pseudocode for the pbox are shown in Figure 3 (a) and (b) respectively. The input takes a 64-bit idat and
produces a 64-bit \textit{odat} as the output. The newly proposed algorithm uses only the first 32 bit of \textit{odat} while PRESENT algorithm uses all the 64-bit \textit{odat}.

![Figure 3. (a) Pbox Hardware Structure (b) Pbox Pseudocode](image)

The architecture of the key scheduling for both algorithms is shown in Figure 4. From the figure, the key schedule algorithm takes in a 128-bit \textit{KEY\_IN} and generates a 128-bit \textit{KEY\_OUT}. For PRESENT algorithm it involves a rotation of the intermediate key by 61-bits for encryption and 19 bits for decryption before part of it passes through a 4-bit \textit{SBOX} and another part \textit{XOR}ed with the \textit{COUNTER}. The new algorithm uses the same key schedule for both encryption and decryption which involves only a 25-bit rotation.

![Figure 4. Hardware Architecture of Unified Key Schedule Algorithm](image)
3.2. Hardware Architecture of Unified Authentication Algorithms

The hardware architecture of the unified authentication algorithms which include HB, HB+, HBMP, and HBMP+ is shown in Figure 5. The components are used by both the authenticator and the “authenticatee” that is the reader and tag respectively. The inputs consist of 64-bit TAG_INPUT which is a computed value from the tag only used by the reader, a 64-bit KEY1, a 64-bit KEY2 and a 64-bit RAN_NUM_IN. The outputs consist of a 64-bit RAN_NUM_OUT, a 64-bit TAG_OUTPUT and a 1-bit TAG_VALID used by only the reader.

![Figure 5. Hardware Architecture of Unified Authentication Algorithms](image)

The internal modules consist of PRNG and PRBG units for generating pseudorandom numbers and bits using linear feedback shift register method. The DOT unit computes the dot product of the keys and the random numbers. The KEN GEN and COMP units are used by HBMP and HBMP+ only to generate round keys (using simple rotation for HBMP and a one-way hash function for HBMP+) and compute the output (using a comparator) respectively. The AUTH unit is used by the reader to authenticate the tag. The hardware architecture for the KEN GEN unit is shown in Figure 6 (a). The structure takes key1 and key2 as its input and produces roundkey as the output. The Hash Function [13] is only used by HBMP++ and its pseudocode is shown in Figure 6 (b).

![Figure 6. (a) KEN GEN Hardware Structure (b) Pseudocode for Hash Function](image)
3.3. Hardware Architecture of Point Multiplication for ECDH Algorithm

The main computation involved in ECDH algorithm is the Scaler Point Multiplication (SPM) which involves repeated point additions and point doublings. The Montgomery Ladder [14] is among the widely used methods for SPM because it involves fewer operations. This paper implements the Montgomery Ladder Method (MLM) over projective fields using one MULTIPLY unit, three SQUARER units and one DIVIDE units as shown in Figure 7. The datapath takes two 163-bit inputs XP andYP and generates two 163-bit outputs YQ and XQ. The MULTIPLY unit implements serial multiplication as described by [15] while the DIVIDE unit was proposed by [16]. The SQUARER unit is implemented using only XOR gates.

![Figure 7. Hardware Architecture of Scaler Point Multiplication for ECDH](image)

3.4. Hardware Architecture of the Crypto Core

The overall hardware architecture of the crypto core is shown in Figure 8. The core is capable of generating a shared key, authenticating the shared key and using the shared key to encrypt or decrypt a block of data. The CONS unit provides the seed variable for both PRNG and PRBG units. The seed variable is 64-bit for PRNG and 4-bit for PRBG. The CONS unit also generates constants such as the ECC curve equation, the Y-coordinate and the X-coordinate for the ECDH unit. The PRBG unit generates a pseudorandom bit using a seed obtained from the key. The random bit serves as noise and is used by the AUTH unit to mask data. The PRNG unit generates pseudorandom numbers using seed from the key for both the AUTH and ECDH units. The random number for the AUTH unit is a random challenge that is mixed with the key while the random number for the ECDH unit serves as the private key used in the computation of the public key and the shared key. The ECDH unit takes as its inputs, some constants, and the private key. The ECDH unit is responsible for generating a public key and also the shared key which is authenticated by the AUTH unit. The authenticated key is used by the ENC_DEC unit to encrypt or decrypt.
This is achieved by receiving a 128-bit authenticated key from the ECDH unit and a block of 64-bit data from the DATA INTERFACE. The CONTROL SIGNAL INTERFACE and the DATA INTERFACE generates control and data signals respectively.

![Figure 8. Hardware Architecture of Crypto Core](image)

4. Hardware Experimental Results

The hardware architecture of the cryptographic core was designed using Verilog Hardware Description Language (HDL) [17]. The software used for the design is the Xilinx ISE 14.7. Modelsim SE-64 10.1c software was used for the simulation of the design. For the purpose of synthesis, Xilinx Virtex4 XC4VLX80 FPGA [18] device was used. Here we discuss the simulation and synthesis results.

4.1. Simulation Results

The simulation flowchart is shown in Figure 9. At the start, the core receives a 163-bit public key from the parties involved in the communication. The 163-bit private key which is a random number is then generated using a pseudorandom number generator. The ECDH receives the communicating partner’s 163-bit public key and 163-bit private key which is used to generate the public key. The public key is then used to generate the shared key of which the communicating partner also generates using the public key of the sender. The public key is sent to the communicating parties. The key that is shared is then authenticated by choosing one of the authentication algorithms (HB, HB+, HBMP or HBMP+). Given that the authentication is not valid, the process is terminated. If the authentication process is valid then an encryption/decryption algorithm (PRESENT or the New algorithm) is selected and used to decrypt received ciphertext or encrypt plaintext. The encrypted data is then sent to the appropriate receiver and the process is terminated.

The simulation results waveform is shown in Figure 10. The clock frequency in the testbench is set to 100MHz. From the Figure, the shared key generation which uses the ECDH algorithm take about 2762us to generate the shared key. After the key generation, the key is authenticated by choosing HB authentication protocol which takes about 21us to complete. The authenticated key is then used to encrypt a 64-bit plaintext by choosing PRESENT encryption/decryption algorithm which takes approximately 1us to generate the 64-bit ciphertext. Overall, the whole key generation, authentication and
encryption/decryption process takes about $2.7\text{ms}$ to complete. One of best known authenticated procedure for RFID tags is designed by [19] using AES algorithm. The paper used a challenge-response protocol that takes at least $18\text{ms}$ to authenticate each tag. With our overall simulation time of $2.7\text{ms}$, this could be of interest in the RFID world.

![Image](image_url)

**Figure 9. Simulation Flow Chart Diagram**

![Image](image_url)

**Figure 10. Simulation Waveform Diagram**
4.1. Synthesis Results

The hardware synthesis result is shown in Table 1. The tabulated results are given in terms of total hardware area measured in slices, total clock cycles, maximum frequency measured in MHz, throughput measured in Mbps and efficiency of the overall core which is measured in Mbps/slice. Since it is difficult to find a cryptographic core that implements the same algorithms as our design, we decided to compare our core to [20] and [21] in terms of hardware area, frequency, throughput (obtained by multiplying the frequency and number of bits and dividing by the number of cycles) and efficiency (obtained by taking the throughput and dividing by the hardware area). Our proposed core is about 2 and 5 times smaller in terms of hardware area (slices) as compared to the proposed cores by [20] and [21] respectively. With regards to the maximum frequency and overall efficiency, our proposed core outperforms both [20] and [21].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>Algorithms</th>
<th>Area (Slices)</th>
<th>Clock Cycles</th>
<th>Frequency (MHz)</th>
<th>Throughput (Mbps)</th>
<th>Efficiency (Mbps/slice)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[20]</td>
<td>SHA</td>
<td>18504</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>584</td>
<td>0.037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ECC</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>388</td>
<td>31</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GRAIN</td>
<td>128</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>73</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[21]</td>
<td>AES</td>
<td>43598</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RSA</td>
<td>3193000</td>
<td>36846</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ECC</td>
<td>120</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.442</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SHA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>426.66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td>PRESENT</td>
<td>8644</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>338.5</td>
<td>0.193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NEW</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1312</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HB</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>2952</td>
<td>5.47</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HB+</td>
<td>4214</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3.56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HB-MP</td>
<td>4444</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HB-MP+</td>
<td>49580</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ECDH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Conclusion

This paper implemented a hardware cryptographic core that is capable of generating a shared key (using ECDH key sharing protocol), authenticating the key (using either HB, HB+, HBMP or HBMP+ lightweight authentication algorithms) and using the shared key for encryption/decryption (using either PRESENT or a New encryption/decryption algorithm). The authentication algorithms and the encryption/decryption algorithm are unified into two separate modules. The unified structures resort to the sharing of resources such as pseudorandom number and bit generators, rotation units, key schedule algorithms, dot product unit and other logic gates in order to meet the maximum area requirement of a lightweight cryptographic core. The core synthesized to 8644 slices at 164 MHz maximum clock frequency using a Virtex4 FPGA device. In the simulation, the overall procedure of generating a shared key, authenticating the shared key and encryption/decryption of plaintexts or ciphertexts take approximately 2.7ms. The proposed core is suitable for systems that require low hardware resources, medium security level and high throughput such as RFID applications.

In the future, we will be looking at implementing the cryptographic core in a wireless System-on-Chip (SoC) application environment using a lightweight synthesizable processor that implements the RISC V Instruction Set Architecture (ISA).
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